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Centro de Matem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Abstract
It is proved to be decidable, for any given )nite subset F of X ∗, dependency alphabet (Y; )
and mapping ’ : F → Y ∗, whether or not ’ can be extended to a monoid homomorphism
’˜ : F∗ → M (Y; ). This contrasts with the undecidability of the symmetric problem, when we
consider the dependency alphabet (X; ) instead. Some other particular cases of homomorphism
and isomorphism problems among trace monoids are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Given monoids M;N , the homomorphism problem for M and N consists in deciding,
given a mapping ’ :F→N with F ⊆M )nite, whether or not ’ can be extended to a
homomorphism ’˜ : 〈F〉→N , where 〈F〉 denotes the submonoid of M generated by F .
We discuss in this paper the homomorphism problem for trace monoids (free partially
commutative monoids), generalizing results presented in [12] for the free monoid. We
make also references to the related isomorphism problem, which is, along with the word
problem and the conjugacy problem, one of the three classical decidability problems
in combinatorial group theory [9]. The isomorphism problem for a monoid M consists
in deciding, given )nite subsets F and G of M , whether or not 〈F〉∼=〈G〉.
In Section 2 we introduce notation and terminology from automata theory and also
some results proved in [12] for the free monoid case. Section 3 deals with trace
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monoids and we prove there a decidability result that shall constitute the cornerstone
of our main positive result on the homomorphism problem.
The undecidability results on the general trace monoid case are presented in Section
4. These results are obtained by simple adaptations of results and arguments due to
ChoCrut [5, Section 3.4.3]. In view of the undecidabilities established in Section 4, the
natural case to consider is the one considered in Section 5 (the domain is a subset of
a free monoid). Decidability is proved here adapting the proof given in [12] for the
free monoid case and using the theorem in Section 3. The proof involves encoding the
set of relations satis)ed by the elements of F through an adequate rational language.
This is reminiscent of other constructions used previously by Markov [10], Spehner
[13], Sakarovitch [11] and Almeida [1].
Section 6 is devoted to other particular cases, involving namely free commutative
monoids. Results on the isomorphism problem are also discussed.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notation and some useful results. We assume the
reader to have some familiarity with elementary automata theory. We may give [2] or
[8] as references.
Given a monoid M and F ⊆M , we denote by 〈F〉 the submonoid of M generated
by F . The free monoid on a set X is denoted as usual by X ∗. Given a language
L⊆X ∗, we denote by Pref (L) the set of all pre)xes of words in L. In general, we
omit brackets when dealing with singleton sets.
An automaton is described as a 5-tuple A=(X;Q; i; T; E), where X is a )nite alpha-
bet, Q the set of states, i the initial state, T the set of terminal states and E⊆Q×X ×Q
the set of edges (or transitions). The language recognized by A is denoted by L(A).
A language is said to be rational if it can be obtained from the )nite languages by ap-
plying )nitely many times the operators union, product and star (generated submonoid).
Alternatively, a language is rational if it is recognized by some automaton. The next
result (see [8]) summarizes some well-known properties of rational languages.
Lemma 2.1. (i) If L; K ⊆X ∗ are rational languages, so are L∩K; LK; L∗ and L+.
Moreover, these languages are e6ectively constructible from L and K .
(ii) Let ’ :X ∗→Y ∗ be a homomorphism and let L⊆Y ∗ be rational. Then L’−1
is an e6ectively constructible rational language.
A generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple of the form
S = (X; Y; Q; i; T; E);
where X; Y; Q are )nite sets, i∈Q, T ⊆Q and E is a )nite subset of Q×X ×Y ∗×Q.
Generalized sequential machines are also known as rational transducers. We can view
S as an automaton where the ()nitely many) edges take values in X ×Y ∗. We may
represent an edge (p; x; g; q) by
p
x|g−→ q:
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Let u∈X ∗, say u= x1 : : : xn, with x1; : : : ; xn ∈X . We denote by S(u) the set of all words
g1 : : : gn such that
i = q0
x1|g1−→ q1 x2|g2−→· · · xn|gn−→ qn ∈ T
is a path in S. For L⊆X ∗, write
S(L) =
⋃
u∈L
S(u):
Lemma 2.2 (Hopcroft and Ullman [8, Theorem 9.10]). Let S =(X; Y; Q; i; T; E) be a
gsm and let L⊆X ∗ be rational. Then S(L) is an e6ectively constructible rational
language.
We shall also use some concepts and notation developed in the context of automatic
groups and monoids (see [3]). Let X be a )nite alphabet and assume that $ is a symbol
not belonging to X . We de)ne a new alphabet
X (2; $) = ((X ∪ $)× (X ∪ $))− ($; $):
Let  :X ∗×X ∗→X (2; $)∗ be the mapping described as follows. For all u= x1 : : : xn,
v= x′1 : : : x
′
m with xi; x
′
j ∈X , we de)ne
(u; v) =


(x1; x′1) : : : (xn; x
′
n)($; x
′
n+1) : : : ($; x
′
m) if n ¡ m;
(x1; x′1) : : : (xn; x
′
n) if n = m;
(x1; x′1) : : : (xm; x
′
m)(xm+1; $) : : : (xn; $) if n ¿ m:
The diagonal homomorphism  :X ∗→X (2; $)∗ is de)ned by
u = (u; u):
We de)ne also homomorphisms  : (X ∪ $)∗→X ∗ by
x =
{
x if x ∈ X
1 if x = $;
and  ′i :X (2; $)
∗→ (X ∪ $)∗ for i=1; 2 by
(x1; x2) ′i = xi; (x1; x2) ∈ X (2; $):
For every w∈X (2; $)∗, let
w"= |w ′1| − |w ′2|,
w#= max{|w′"|;w′ ∈Pref (w)},
w$=(w ′1; w 
′
2).
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Note that " is a homomorphism from X (2; $)∗ onto the additive group of integers.
Indeed, given w; w′ ∈X (2; $)∗, we have
(ww′)"= |(ww′) ′1| − |(ww′) ′2|
= |w ′1|+ |w′ ′1| − |w ′2| − |w′ ′2| = w" + w′":
When computing w#, we read w from left to right and we compare the number of
occurrences of $ in the )rst components and in the second components. The maximum
value reached by the diCerence is precisely w#. Given L⊆X (2; $)∗, we write
L# = sup{w#;w ∈ L}:
Intuitively, the purpose of $ is to eliminate all occurrences of $ in the middle of w
by moving the letters of X as far to the left as possible. Note that $ is very far from
being a homomorphism.
We recall that a loop in an automaton A=(X;Q; i; T; E) is a closed path
q0
x1−→ q1 x2−→· · · xn−1−→ qn−1 xn−→ qn = q0 (xj ∈ X );
where the vertices q1; : : : ; qn are all distinct.
Lemma 2.3 (Silva [12, Lemma 3.1]). Let L⊆X (2; $)∗ be rational. Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent:
(i) L#¡+∞;
(ii) u"=0 whenever u labels a loop in minL.
We conclude this section by presenting another useful technical lemma proved in-
dependently in [6,14].
Lemma 2.4 (Frougny and Sakarovitch [6] and Veloso da Costa [14]). Let L⊆X (2; $)∗
be rational and suppose that L#¡+∞. Then L$ is an e6ectively constructible rational
language.
3. Trace monoids
Given an alphabet X , we say that  is a dependency relation on X ∗ if  is a
congruence on X ∗ generated by a subset of {(xy; yx) | x; y∈X }. We say that (X; )
is a dependency alphabet. The monoid X ∗= is said to be the trace monoid de)ned
by the dependency alphabet (X; ) and we denote it by M (X; ). If the dependency
relation is clear from the context, we shall use the notation Jw=w for all w∈X ∗ and
M =M (X; ). The two extreme cases of minimal commutation and total commutation
correspond to the free monoid and the free commutative monoid on X , respectively.
For concepts and results on trace monoids, the reader is referred to [5].
Let (X; ) be a dependency alphabet. Given u∈M , we say that
X (u) = {x ∈ X | u ∈ M JxM}
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is the content of u. We de)ne also
(X; ) = {w ∈ (X × X )∗ |w ′1 = w ′2}:
Since any two -equivalent words must have the same length, we may say that (X; )
encodes all the pairs of -equivalent words, written in the binary alphabet X ×X .
Given a dependency alphabet (X; ) and a subset Y ⊂X of noncommuting letters,
we de)ne a homomorphism 'Y :M (X; )→Y ∗ by
Jx'Y =
{
x if x ∈ Y;
1 if x =∈ Y:
The next characterization is certainly well known, but we include a (short) proof for
lack of adequate reference.
Lemma 3.1. Let (X; ) be a dependency alphabet and let u; v∈M . Then u= v if and
only if
(i) u'x = v'x for every x∈X ;
(ii) u'x;y = v'x; y for all noncommuting x; y∈X .
Proof. The direct implication being of course immediate, we prove the converse by
induction on |u|. The case |u|=0 being trivial, assume that u; v∈M satisfy (i) and (ii),
u =1 and the result holds for all words shorter than u. Write u= Jxu′ with x∈X . Since
u'x = v'x, we have v= v′ Jxv′′ for some v′; v′′ ∈M with x =∈X (v′). Suppose that there
exists some y∈X (v′) such that x and y do not commute. Then u'x;y ∈ x(x∪y)∗ and
v'x; y ∈y(x∪y)∗, contradicting (ii). Thus v′ Jx= Jxv′. It is straightforward to check that
u′ and v′v′′ satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), hence u′= v′v′′ by the induction hypothesis
and so
u = Jxu′ = Jxv′v′′ = v′ Jxv′′ = v
as required.
It follows from the preceding result that every trace monoid is cancellative, a fact
that will be used thoroughly through the text.
Given u; v∈M , we say that u is a pre9x of v if v= uw for some w∈M .
Lemma 3.2. Let (X; ) be a dependency alphabet and let u; v∈M . Let w be a common
pre9x of u and v of maximum length. Then every other common pre9x of u and v
is a pre9x of w.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |w|. The case |w|=0 being trivial, we assume that
|w|¿0 and the result holds for smaller values of |w|. Write u=wp and v=wq. Let z
denote another common pre)x of u and v, with u= zr and v= zs. Since |w|¿0, we
may write w= Jxw′ for some x∈X . Let u′=w′p and v′=w′q. If t would be a common
pre)x of u′ and v′ longer than w′, then xt would be a common pre)x of u and v longer
than w, a contradiction. Thus w′ is a common pre)x of u′ and v′ of maximum length.
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Suppose )rst that x∈X (z). Then we may write z= z′ Jxz′′ with x =∈X (z′). Suppose
that there exists some y∈X (z′) such that x and y do not commute. Then
(wp)'x;y = ( Jxw′p)'x;y ∈ x(x ∪ y)∗
and
(zr)'x;y = (z′ Jxz′′r)'x;y ∈ y(x ∪ y)∗;
contradicting wp= u= zr. Thus x commutes with all the letters in X (z′) and so
z= Jxz′z′′. By cancellativity, we conclude that z′z′′ is a common pre)x of u′ and v′.
By the induction hypothesis, z′z′′ must be a pre)x of w′ and so z= Jxz′z′′ is a pre)x
of Jxw′=w.
Suppose now that x =∈X (z). Since x∈X (u)=X (zr), we have x∈X (r) and we may
write r= r′ Jxr′′ with x =∈X (r′). Similarly to the preceding case, x commutes with all
the letters in X (zr′). Hence u= Jxzr′r′′ and so z is a pre)x of u′ by cancellativity.
Similarly, z is a pre)x of v′. By the induction hypothesis, z must be a pre)x of w′
and so w′= zt for some t ∈M . Thus w= Jxw′= Jxzt= z Jxt and z is a pre)x of w as
required.
We denote the longest common pre)x of u; v∈M by lcp(u; v). Note that uniqueness
is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. Suppose that u= lcp(u; v)u′ and v= lcp(u; v)v′. We
shall use the notation
u\v = u′; v\u = v′:
Since M is cancellative, u\v and v\u are uniquely de)ned.
The language (X; ) is not in general context-free (it suKces to consider the free
commutative monoid case). However, we can prove the following decidability result.
Theorem 3.3. Given a rational language L⊆ (X ×X )∗ and a dependency alphabet
(X; ), it is decidable whether or not L⊆(X; ).
Proof. We may of course assume that L contains some nonempty word. Let A=(X ×
X;Q; q0; T; E) be the minimal automaton of L. We shall attempt to de)ne a map
, :Q→M ×M according to the following algorithm.
Given e=(p; y; q)∈E, write e′=p and e′′= q. We enumerate the edges of A as
a sequence e1; : : : ; em satisfying
e′i ∈ {q0} ∪ {e′′1 ; : : : ; e′′i−1} (1)
for every i∈{1; : : : ; m}. Since A is trim, every edge is accessible from the initial
vertex and, therefore, there exists such an enumeration.
We proceed inductively to de)ne a sequence ,0; ,1; ,2 : : : of mappings
,i : {q0} ∪ {e′′1 ; : : : ; e′′i } → M ×M
with i6m. If we get to de)ne ,m, then we let ,= ,m. If the sequence stops before,
then , will not be de)ned.
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We de)ne ,0 : {q0}→M ×M by q0,0 = (1; 1). Let i∈{1; : : : ; m} and assume that
,i−1 : {q0} ∪ {e′′1 ; : : : ; e′′i−1} → M ×M
is de)ned. Write ei =(e′i ; (xi; yi); e
′′
i ) and e
′
i,i−1 = (u; v). Note that e
′
i belongs to the
domain of ,i−1 by (1).
If X (uxi\vyi)∩X (vyi\uxi)= ∅ and the relation ,i−1 ∪ (e′′i ; (uxi\vyi; vyi\uxi)) is a
map, we de)ne
,i = ,i−1 ∪ (e′′i ; (uxi\vyi; vyi\uxi)):
Otherwise, ,i is not de)ned and neither will ,. Note that if we ever get to de)ne
,m, then its domain will be the whole of Q. Moreover, each de)ned ,i is eCectively
constructible and so we can eCectively determine whether or not , can be de)ned, and
actually compute it in the aKrmative case. We complete the proof of the theorem by
showing that
L ⊆ (X; ) if and only if , is de)ned and T, = (1; 1): (2)
Prior to that, we shall proof an useful lemma.
Lemma 3.4. If r,i =(f; g), then there exists a path q0
w→ r in A with w ′1 = hf ;
w ′2 = hg for some h∈M .
Proof. We use induction on i. The case i=0 being trivial, assume that i¿0 and the
lemma holds for i − 1. We may assume that r= e′′i , otherwise r,i−1 = (f; g) and the
induction hypothesis yields the desired h. Since e′i belongs to the domain of ,i−1, we
have e′i,i−1 = (u; v) for some u; v∈M . Moreover,
(f; g) = r,i = e′′i ,i = (uxi\vyi; vyi\uxi):
The induction hypothesis ensures that we have a path q0
w′→e′i in A with w′ ′1=h′u; w′ ′2
= h′v for some h′ ∈M . Thus
q0
w′(xi ;yi)−→ e′′i = r
is a path in A. Writing t= lcp(uxi; vyi), we obtain
(w′(xi; yi)) ′1 = w′ 
′
1xi = h
′uxi = h′t(uxi\vyi) = h′tf;
(w′(xi; yi)) ′2 = w′ 
′
2yi = h
′vyi = h′t(vyi\uxi) = h′tg:
Therefore, the lemma holds.
Back to the proof of (2), assume that L⊆(X; ). We suppose )rst that , is not
de)ned. Then there exists some i∈{1; : : : ; m} such that ,i−1 is de)ned but ,i is not.
Write e′i,i−1 = (u; v). By Lemma 3.4, we have a path q0
w→ e′i in A with w ′1 = hu
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and w ′2 = hv for some h∈M . Consider also a path of the form e′′i w
′
→ t ∈T in A with
w′ ′1 = r and w′ 
′
2 = s. Then we have a path of the form
q0
w−→ e′i
(xi ;yi)−→ e′′i w
′
−→ t
and so w(xi; yi)w′ ∈L. Since L⊆(X; ), we have w(xi; yi)w′ ∈(X; ). Hence,
huxir = (w(xi; yi)w′) ′1 = (w(xi; yi)w′) 
′
2 = hvyis:
Writing c= lcp(uxi; vyi), we obtain
hc(uxi\vyi)r = huxir = hvyis = hc(vyi\uxi)s
and so
(uxi\vyi)r = (vyi\uxi)s; (3)
by cancellativity.
Since , is not de)ned, one of the following conditions must hold:
(A) X (uxi\vyi)∩X (vyi\uxi) = ∅;
(B) the relation ,i−1 ∪ (e′′i ; (uxi\vyi; vyi\uxi)) is not a map.
Suppose )rst that (A) holds. Then we may write
uxi\vyi = a Jza′; vyi\uxi = b Jzb′
with X (a)∩X (vyi\uxi)= ∅ and z ∈X − X (ab). From (3) we get a Jza′r= b Jzb′s. By
maximality of c, Jz cannot be a pre)x of both a Jza′ and b Jzb′. Hence there is some
d∈X (ab) such that d and z are noncommuting. Clearly, (a Jza′r)'d; z =(b Jzb′s)'d; z in
(d∪ z)∗. Since X (a)∩X (vyi\uxi)= ∅, d cannot occur in both a and b, hence the same
word (a Jza′r)'d; z =(b Jzb′s)'d; z must start with a d and with a z, a contradiction. Thus
w(xi; yi)w′ =∈(X; ), a contradiction. Therefore, (A) does not hold.
It follows that (B) holds. It is clear that e′′i ,i−1 must be de)ned and
e′′i ,i−1 = (uxi\vyi; vyi\uxi): (4)
Write e′′i ,i−1 = (u
′; v′). By Lemma 3.4, there exists a path q0
w′′→ e′′i in A with w′′ ′1 =
h′u′; w′′ ′2 = h
′v′ for some h′ ∈M . Clearly, w′′w′ ∈L. Since L⊆(X; ), we get
h′u′r = (w′′w′) ′1 = (w′′w′) 
′
2 = h
′v′s
and so
u′r = v′s: (5)
From (3), (5) and (4) we get that
uxi\vyi = u′; vyi\uxi = v′:
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Suppose that (uxi\vyi)'z = u′'z for some z ∈X . Then |(uxi\vyi)'z| = |u′'z|. Suppose
)rst that |(uxi\vyi)'z|¿|u′'z|. By (5) and (4) we have
|(vyi\uxi)'z| − |v′'z|= |((vyi\uxi)s)'z| − |(v′s)'z| = |((uxi\vyi)r)'z| − |(u′r)'z|
= |(uxi\vyi)'z| − |u′'z| ¿ 0
and so z ∈X (uxi\vyi)∩X (vyi\uxi) and (A) holds, a contradiction. Thus |(uxi\vyi)'z|
¡|u′'z| and we obtain similarly
|(vyi\uxi)'z| − |v′'z| = |(uxi\vyi)'z| − |u′'z| ¡ 0:
Thus, z ∈X (u′)∩X (v′). Since ,i−1 is de)ned and (u′; v′)= e′′i ,i−1, we must have
X (u′)∩X (v′)= ∅, therefore a contradiction is reached and we may conclude that
(uxi\vyi)'z = u′'z for every z ∈X .
Since uxi\vyi = u′, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that (uxi\vyi)'z; z′ = u′'z; z′ for some
noncommuting z; z′ ∈X . Clearly, since (uxi\vyi)'z = u′'z and (uxi\vyi)'z′ = u′'z′ , z and
z′ must occur in both uxi\vyi and u′ and
((uxi\vyi)r)'z;z′ = (u′r)'z;z′ :
It follows that
((vyi\uxi)s)'z;z′ = ((uxi\vyi)r)'z;z′ = (u′r)'z;z′ = (v′s)'z;z′
and so (vyi\uxi)'z; z′ = v′'z; z′ . Since z; z′ ∈X (uxi\vyi) and (A) does not hold, we
have z; z′ =∈X (vyi\uxi) and so (vyi\uxi)'z; z′ =1. Similarly, v′'z; z′ =1, contradicting
(vyi\uxi)'z; z′ = v′'z; z′ . Therefore, , is de)ned.
Assume now that t,=(u; v) for t ∈T . By Lemma 3.4, there exists a path q0 w→ t in A
with w ′1 = hu; w 
′
2 = hv for some h∈M (X; ). Since w∈L⊆(X; ), we have hu= hv
and so u= v by cancellativity. Since X (u)∩X (v)= ∅, we conclude that u= v=1. Thus,
T,=(1; 1).
Conversely, assume that , is de)ned and T,=(1; 1). Let w∈L. Then we have a
path in A of the form
q0
(z1 ;z′1)−→ q1 (z2 ;z
′
2)−→ · · · (zk ;z
′
k )−→ qk ∈ T
with (z1; z′1) : : : (zk ; z
′
k)=w. It follows from the inductive de)nition of , that, for every
j∈{1; : : : ; k},
qj−1,(zj; z′j) = (uj; uj)qj,
for some uj ∈M . It follows easily by induction on j that
q0,(z1; z′1) : : : (zk ; z
′
k) = (u1; u1) : : : (uj; uj)qj,(zj+1; z
′
j+1) : : : (zk ; z
′
k)
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for every j∈{0; : : : ; k}, hence
Jw= (z1; z′1) : : : (zk ; z
′
k) = q0,(z1; z
′
1) : : : (zk ; z
′
k) = (u1; u1) : : : (uk ; uk)qk,
= (u1; u1) : : : (uk ; uk):
Therefore, w∈(X; ) and L⊆(X; ) as required.
It follows from the proof of the preceding theorem that we can decide whether or
not L⊆(X; ) in polynomial time over the number of edges of the minimal automaton
of L.
We complete this section by presenting a simple result that will be useful for the
proof of the main decidability result.
Lemma 3.5. Let L⊆X (2; $)∗ be rational. If L#=+∞, then L$*(X; ).
Proof. Let minL =A=(X (2; $); Q; i; T; E). Since L#=+∞, we have |u"|¿|Q| for
some u∈Pref (L). Hence, there is a path in A of the form i u→ q. Since A is trim,
there exists also a path of the form q v→ t ∈T with |v|¡|Q|. Thus uv∈L. Since
(uv)"= u" + v", |u"|¿|Q| and |v"|6|v|¡|Q| together yield (uv)" =0, we conclude
that |(uv) ′1| = |(uv) ′2| and so
(uv)$ = ((uv) ′1; (uv) 
′
2) =∈ (X; ):
Thus, L$*(X; ).
4. Undecidability results
In this section we present some undecidability results that are obtained by adaptation
of an argument used by ChoCrut [4, Section 3.4.3].
Theorem 4.1. Let N be a monoid that is not a torsion group. The homomorphism
problem for M (X; ) and N is undecidable for arbitrary dependency alphabets (X; ).
Proof. In [5, Section 3.4.3], ChoCrut shows that it is undecidable if, given a )nite
subset F of a trace monoid M (X; ), 〈F〉 is free on F or not. This is achieved by
proving that the decidability of this problem would yield decidability for the well-
known Post Correspondence Problem.
Suppose that the homomorphism problem for M (X; ) and N is decidable for every
dependency alphabet (X; ). We show that the Post Correspondence Problem is de-
cidable. Let Y be a )nite alphabet and let u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn ∈Y ∗. We must decide
whether or not
ui1ui2 : : : uik = vi1vi2 : : : vik
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for some k¿0 and i1; : : : ; ik ∈{1; : : : ; n}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
ui = vi for i=1; : : : ; n. Add new symbols to Y to form a new alphabet X =Y ∪{z1; : : : ;
zn; $}. De)ne a dependency relation  on X ∗ by allowing each letter y∈Y to commute
with z1; : : : ; zn; $. Let
F = {$u1z1; $u2z2; : : : ; $unzn; $; v1z1$; v2z2$ : : : ; vnzn$}:
Since N is not a torsion group, we can take a∈N such that am =1 for every m¿1.
We de)ne a mapping ’ : JF→N by
Jf’ =
{
a if f = $uizi for some i;
1 otherwise:
In [5, Section 3.4.3], ChoCrut observes that the Post Correspondence Problem has
negative solution for the instance u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn if and only if 〈 JF〉 is free on JF .
We show that 〈 JF〉 is free on JF if and only if ’ can be extended to a homomorphism
’˜ : 〈 JF〉→N . As a consequence, we might conclude that decidability for the Post Corre-
spondence Problem would follow from the decidability of the homomorphism problem
for M (X; ) and N , a contradiction. This proves that the homomorphism problem for
M (X; ) and N is undecidable.
If 〈 JF〉 is free on JF , then we can obviously extend ’ to ’˜ by direct application of
the universal property. Conversely, assume that ’ can be extended to a homomorphism
’˜ : 〈 JF〉→N . Suppose that 〈 JF〉 is not free on JF . By ChoCrut’s remark, there exists a
positive solution
ui1 : : : uik = vi1 : : : vik
for the Post Correspondence Problem yielding an equality
($ui1zi1 ) : : : ($uik zik )$ = $(vi1zi1$) : : : (vik zik$)
in M (X; ). Hence,
ak = ($ui1zi1 )’˜ : : : ($uik zik )’˜$’˜ = $’˜(vi1zi1$)’˜ : : : (vik zik$)’˜ = 1;
contradicting the choice of a. Therefore 〈 JF〉 is free on JF as required.
As an immediate corollary, we obtain
Corollary 4.2. The homomorphism problem for trace monoids is undecidable in gen-
eral, or even if the second monoid is nontrivial free or free commutative.
We can also prove the following undecidability result.
Theorem 4.3. The isomorphism problem for trace monoids is undecidable in general.
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Proof. Suppose that the isomorphism problem for trace monoids is decidable. Let
F = {f1; : : : ; fn} be a )nite subset of a trace monoid M (X; ). We add new symbols to
X to produce a new alphabet Y =X ∪{z1; : : : ; zn} and we de)ne a dependency relation
′ on Y ∗ by allowing the same commutations as  and nothing else. Clearly, M (Y; ′)
is the free product of M (X; ) and {z1; : : : ; zn}∗. Since the isomorphism problem for
M (Y; ′) is decidable, we can determine whether or not 〈F〉∼=〈z1; : : : ; zn〉.
Now we observe that 〈F〉∼=〈z1; : : : ; zn〉 holds if and only if 〈F〉 is free on F .
In fact, assume that  : 〈F〉→ 〈z1; : : : ; zn〉 is an isomorphism. Then {z1; : : : ; zn}⊆F 
since  is onto and so {z1; : : : ; zn}=F because |F |= n. Thus, since 〈z1; : : : ; zn〉 is
free on {z1; : : : ; zn}, we conclude that 〈F〉 is free on F . The converse implication is
immediate.
It follows that it is decidable whether or not 〈F〉 is free on F for an arbitrary )nite
subset of a trace monoid M (X; ), contradicting the cited ChoCrut’s result. Thus the
isomorphism problem for trace monoids is undecidable.
5. The homomorphism problem for X ∗ and M (Y; )
We start )xing an alphabet X , a )nite nonempty subset F of X ∗ and a mapping
’ :F→X ∗. We shall describe an algorithm to decide whether or not ’ can be extended
to a monoid homomorphism ’˜ : 〈F〉→M (X; ). This in adaptation of what we did in
[12] for the free monoid case. This is a nontrivial problem in view of the well-known
fact that )nitely generated submonoids of a free monoid do not have to be )nitely
presented [10].
Since F is )nite, only )nitely many letters occur in the words of F and so we
may assume that X is )nite. Moreover, we may certainly assume that 1 =∈F : if 1∈F ,
then either 1’ =1 and no homomorphism extension is possible, or 1’=1 and we can
ignore 1 and restrict ourselves to F − 1. We consider two new symbols 6 and 7 and
we de)ne
X0 = X ∪ {6; 7}; X˜ = X ∪ {(6; 7); (7; 6); (6; 6)}:
For i=1; 2, let  i : X˜ ∗→X ∗0 denote the homomorphism de)ned by
(x1; x2) i = xi; (x1; x2) ∈ X˜ :
We de)ne also the homomorphism 8 :X ∗0 → (X ∪ 6)∗ by
x8 =
{
x if x ∈ X ∪ 6;
1 if x = 7:
Finally, let
A = (F6)+8−1 ∩ X ∗0 6
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and de)ne a gsm S =(X0; X; P; 1; 1; E) by P=Pref (F) and
E = {(p; x; 1; px); x ∈ X; p; px ∈ P} ∪ {(u; 6; u’; 1); u ∈ F}
∪ {(p; 7; 1; p);p ∈ P}:
It is immediate that S is a gsm.
Lemma 5.1 (Silva [12, Lemma 4.1]). (i) For every v∈X ∗0 , S(v8)= S(v).
(ii) For all u1; : : : ; un ∈F ,
S(u16u26 : : : un6) = (u1’)(u2’) : : : (un’):
(iii) For every a∈X ∗0 6, S(a) = ∅ if and only if a∈A.
Now we de)ne the X˜ -language
R = (A −11 ) ∩ (A −12 ):
By Lemma 2.1, R is an eCectively constructible rational language. Moreover, R⊆
X˜ ∗(6; 6). The rational language R encodes all the relations satis)ed by the elements of
F in F∗. Other devices were used for the same purpose in [1,10,11,13].
Next, we de)ne the gsm
S ′ = (X˜ ; X (2; $); P × P; (1; 1); P × P; E′)
by
E′ = {((p; q); (x; y); (g; h); (p′; q′)); (p; x; g; p′); (q; y; h; q′) ∈ E; (x; y) ∈ X˜ }:
Lemma 5.2 (Silva [12, Lemma 4.2]). (i) Let w∈ X˜ ∗(6; 6). Then there is a path of
the form
(1; 1)
w|z→(1; 1) (6)
in S ′ if and only if w∈R.
(ii) For every w∈R, S ′(w) = ∅ and
(S ′(w)) ′i  = S(w i)
for i=1; 2.
The next result prepares the main decidability result.
Lemma 5.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ’ can be extended to a homomorphism ’˜ : 〈F〉→M (X; );
(ii) (S ′(R))$⊆(X; ).
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Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Assume that (i) holds and let w∈R. Lemma 5.2 yields
(S ′(w))$ = ((S ′(w)) ′1; (S
′(w)) ′2) = (S(w 1); S(w 2)):
We must show that S(w 1)= S(w 2).
Since w∈R, we may write
w 18 = u16 : : : un6; w 28 = u′16 : : : u
′
m6
with ui; u′j ∈F and u1 : : : un = u′1 : : : u′m. Since ’˜ is a well-de)ned homomorphism, we
have
u1’ : : : un’ = (u1 : : : un)’˜ = (u′1 : : : u
′
m)’˜ = u
′
1’ : : : u′m’
and Lemma 5.1 yields
S(w 1) = S(w 18) = u1’ : : : un’ = u′1’ : : : u′m’ = S(w 28) = S(w 2)
as required.
(ii)⇒ (i): Assume that (ii) holds. To prove the lemma, we have to show that
u1 : : : un = u′1 : : : u
′
m ⇒ u1’ : : : un’ = u′1’ : : : u′m’ (7)
holds for all ui; u′j ∈F . Write v= u1 : : : un = u′1 : : : u′m and let
B= {u1; u1u2; : : : ; u1 : : : un},
B′= {u′1; u′1u′2; : : : ; u′1 : : : u′m}.
Let =1; : : : ; =r denote the positive integers {|z| : z ∈B∪B′} written in increasing order.
We factor v= v1 : : : vr with |v1 : : : vj|= =j for j=1; : : : ; r. For every k ∈{1; : : : ; r}, let
ck =


(6; 7) if v1 : : : vk ∈ B− B′;
(7; 6) if v1 : : : vk ∈ B′ − B;
(6; 6) if v1 : : : vk ∈ B ∩ B′:
It follows from the de)nition of the sequence =1; : : : ; =r that the ck are well de)ned.
Let
w = (v1)c1(v2)c2 : : : (vr)cr:
Clearly, w∈ X˜ ∗, and it is straightforward to see that
w 18 = u16 : : : un6; w 28 = u′16 : : : u
′
m6: (8)
Since cr =(6; 6), we obtain w 1; w 2 ∈A and so w∈R. Since (ii) holds, we have
(S ′(w))$∈(X; ). On the other hand, Lemma 5.2 yields
(S(w 1); S(w 2)) = ((S ′(w)) ′1; (S
′(w)) ′2) = (S
′(w))$;
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hence S(w 1)= S(w 2). By Lemma 5.1(i), we obtain S(w 18)= S(w 28) and so
S(u16 : : : un6) = S(u′16 : : : u′m6)
by (8). Applying Lemma 5.1(ii), it follows that
u1’ : : : un’ = u′1’ : : : u′m’
and so (7) holds as required.
We are now able to prove our main result.
Theorem 5.4. The homomorphism problem is decidable for X ∗ and M (X; ).
Proof. Let ’ :F→X ∗ be a mapping with F ⊆X ∗ )nite. We must show that it is
decidable whether or not ’ can be extended to a homomorphism ’˜ : 〈F〉→M (X; ).
By Lemma 5.3, we only need to show that we can decide whether (S ′(R))$⊆(X; ).
Note that, by Lemma 2.2, (S ′(R))$ is an eCectively constructible rational language.
By Lemma 3.5, (S ′(R))#¡+∞ is a necessary condition to have (S ′(R))$⊆(X; ).
Since we can eCectively determine the )nitely many loops in an automaton, Lemma
2.3 implies that we can decide whether or not (S ′(R))#¡+∞. This being the case, it
follows from Lemma 2.4 that (S ′(R))$ is an eCectively constructible rational language
and we can decide whether or not (S ′(R))$⊆(X; ) by Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 5.5. The homomorphism problem is decidable for X ∗ and M (Y; ).
Proof. Let ’ :F→Y ∗ be a mapping with F ⊆X ∗ )nite. Assuming that X and Y are
disjoint, we consider the alphabet Z =X ∪Y and the dependency relation ′ on Z∗ that
allows the same commutations as  and nothing else. We can view ’ as a mapping
from a subset of Z∗ to M (Z; ′), thus decidability follows easily from Theorem 5.4.
6. Free commutative monoids
It is quite easy to obtain positive decidability results considering the particular case
of the free commutative monoid FCM (X ):
Proposition 6.1. Let M be a monoid with solvable word problem. Then the homo-
morphism problem is decidable for FCM (X ) and M .
Proof. Let ’ :F→M be a mapping with F ⊆FCM (X ) )nite. Since )nitely generated
submonoids of free commutative monoids are )nitely presented by RNedei’s Theorem
(see [7]), we only have to check if the )nitely many relations involved in a )nite
presentation of 〈F〉 are preserved by ’ or not, and apply the classical homomorphism
theorem for quotients of monoids. Since M has solvable word problem, we can eCec-
tively check if the relations are preserved or not.
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Corollary 6.2. The homomorphism problem is decidable for FCM (X ) and M (Y; ).
Now we consider the isomorphism problem.
Proposition 6.3. The isomorphism problem for the free commutative monoid is de-
cidable.
Proof. This is again a consequence of RNedei’s Theorem and of the fact that any )nitely
generated submonoid S of a free commutative monoid has a minimal generating set
(S − 1)− (S − 1)2.
Given F;G⊆FCM (X ) )nite, we compute minimal generating sets F ′ and G′ for
〈F〉 and 〈G〉, respectively. We consider all possible bijections between F ′ and G′ and
we test whether or not any of these bijections can be extended to a homomorphism in
both directions using the algorithm for the homomorphism problem.
Finally, we remark that the isomorphism problem is also decidable for the free
monoid. This has been proved in 1997 by ChoCrut et al. in [4], and an alternative
proof, following the techniques presented in this paper, was provided by the author in
[12].
Theorem 6.4 (ChoCrut et al. [4]). The isomorphism problem for the free monoid is
decidable.
Since semigroups isomorphic to )nitely generated subsemigroups of a free semi-
group are also referred in the literature as F-semigroups, the preceding result can
also be expressed as stating that it is decidable whether or not two F-semigroups are
isomorphic.
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